When we heard that Zach Pentel, head of brand strategy for the music streaming service Spotify, was teaching at the School of Professional Studies this spring, we were inspired to create our own alumni playlist. Listen at bit.ly/columbiamagazinespotify.
"Harmony Hall" — Vampire Weekend
Ezra Koenig ’06CC, Chris Tomson ’06CC, Chris Baio ’07CC

"A Heart in New York" — Art Garfunkel ’65CC

"Burn the House Down" — AJR
Adam Met ’13CC; GS students Jack Met and Ryan Met

"Sponji Reggae" — Black Uhuru
With Sandra “Puma” Jones ’77SW

"What a Time to Be Alive" — Superchunk
With Mac McCaughan ’90CC

"Can’t Wait" — Laura Cantrell ’89CC
“Love Letters in the Sand” — Pat Boone ’58GS

“O Superman” — Laurie Anderson ’69BC, ’72SOA, ’04HON

“Ralph, Stride Meister” — Dick Hyman ’48CC

“Ol’ Man River“ — Paul Robeson ’23LAW
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